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QUESTION 1

You have just deployed a website that utilizes CloudFront, ELB, and S3 to serve content. When users access your site,
they are seeing broken image links. What is most likely the problem? 

A. There is no record in Route 53 pointing cdn.yourdomain.com to the CloudFront ALIAS. 

B. You need to create Origin Access Identity for CloudFront and add it to your bucket policy. 

C. The images in S3 are saved as .png instead of .jpg. 

D. There is no rule in your bucket policy allowing public access. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

You must have an OAI if the bucket policy does not allow public access, which is bad practice. 

 

QUESTION 2

You currently use a single security group assigned to all nodes in a clustered NoSQL database. Only your cluster
members in one region must be able to connect to each other. This security group uses a self-referencing rule using the
cluster security group\\'s group-id to make it easier to add or remove nodes from the cluster. You need to make this
database comply with out-of-region disaster recovery requirements and ensure that the network traffic between the
nodes is encrypted when travelling between regions. How should you enable secure cluster communication while
deploying additional cluster members in another AWS region? 

A. Create an IPsec VPN between AWS regions, use private IP addresses to route traffic, and create cluster security
group rules that reference each other\\'s security group-id in each region. 

B. Create an IPsec VPN between AWS regions, use private IP addresses to route traffic, and create cluster security
group CIDR-based rules that correspond with the VPC CIDR in the other region. 

C. Use public IP addresses and TLS to securely communicate between cluster nodes in each AWS region, and create
cluster security group CIDR-based rules that correspond with the VPC CIDR in the other region. 

D. Use public IP addresses and TLS to securely communicate between cluster nodes in each AWS region, and create
cluster security group rules that reference each other\\'s security group-id in each region. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AWS service is used within an AWS Config Rule to perform the logic evaluation of that rule? 

A. Inspector 

B. WAF 
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C. Lambda 

D. SWF 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: AWS Config Rules are a great way to help you enforce specific compliance controls and checks across
your resources and allows for you to adopt an `ideal\\' deployment specification for each of your resource types. Each
Rule is simply a Lambda function that when called upon evaluates the resource and carries out some simply logic to
determine the compliance result with the rule. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/evaluate-config_developrules_nodejs-
sample.html 

 

QUESTION 4

In the context of CloudFront RTMP Distribution, the Adobe Flash Media Server _________ file specifies which domains
can access media files in a particular domain. 

A. accessdomain.JSON 

B. crossdomain.xml 

C. accessdomain.xml 

D. crossdomain.JSON 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

In the context of CloudFront RTMP Distribution, the Adobe Flash Media Server crossdomain.xml file 

specifies which domains can access media files in a particular domain. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/ 

Streaming_CrossDomain.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a data center with a 2 connection LAG. You wish to add 2 more connections, how many LOAs must you
complete? 

A. 2 

B. 1 

C. 4 

D. 0 

Correct Answer: A 
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Explanation: 

You must complete a LOA for each new physical connection. 

 

QUESTION 6

Each custom AWS Config rule you create must be associated with a(n) AWS ____, which contains the logic that
evaluates whether your AWS resources comply with the rule. 

A. Lambda function 

B. Configuration trigger 

C. EC2 instance 

D. S3 bucket 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: You can develop custom AWS Config rules to be evaluated by associating each of them with an AWS
Lambda function, which contains the logic that evaluates whether your AWS resources comply with the rule. You
associate this function with your rule, and the rule invokes the function either in response to configuration changes or
periodically. The function then evaluates whether your resources comply with your rule, and sends its evaluation results
to AWS Config. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/evaluate-config_develop-rules.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A company has established an AWS Direct Connect connection between its customer gateway at its on-premises data
center and a virtual private gateway m the AWS Cloud The BGP routing protocol configuration includes the Autonomous
System Number {ASN) of 7224 on the AWS end of the connection and the BGP ASN of 65004 on the company end of
the connection. 

The company\\'s IT administrators report that servers that run at the on-premises data center are not able to
communicate with the company\\'s web application that runs on a fleet of Amazon EC2 Instances A network engineer
performs initial troubleshooting The network engineer finds that the private VIF is operational and that there is a fully
established BGP peering session However, the company still cannot route traffic over the private VIF. 

Which of the following is a possible cause of this connectivity issue? 

A. Firewall or ACL rules are blocking TCP pod 179 or are blocking high-numbered ephemeral TCP pons. 

B. The provider is advertising 50 prefixes for private VIFs. 

C. VPC route tables am lacking prefixes that point to the virtual private gateway to which the private VIF is connected. 

D. Peer IP addresses for both sides of the BGP peering session are not configured correctly. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

In Amazon CloudFront, while creating a web distribution, which of the following can be used as origin servers? 

A. Any combination AWS Glacier archives and Oracle server 

B. Any combination of Amazon DB intances and XML servers 

C. Any combination of Amazon S3 buckets and HTTP servers 

D. Any combination of Amazon Data Insights and PHP servers 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: In Amazon CloudFront, while creating a web distribution, you can create one or more Amazon S3 buckets
or configure HTTP servers as your origin servers. An origin is the location where you store the original version of your
web content. When CloudFront gets a request for your files, it goes to the origin to get the files that it distributes at edge
locations. You can use any combination of Amazon S3 buckets and HTTP servers as your origin servers. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/distribution-webcreating.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement about Elastic IP addresses is incorrect? 

A. Additional EIPs associated with one instance incur a charge. 

B. Once an EIP is associated with an instance, you must manually change the hostname if you want it to match. 

C. Once you associate an EIP with an instance, the original public IP is released. 

D. Disassociated EIPs incur a charge. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

The hostname automatically changes to match the new EIP. 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company just purchased a domain using another registrar and wants to use the same nameservers as your current
domain hosted with AWS. How would this be achieved? 

A. Every domain must have different nameservers. 

B. In the API, create a Reusable Delegation Set. 

C. Import the domain to your account and it will automatically set the same nameservers. 

D. In the console, create a Reusable Delegation Set. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Explanation: 

You can\\'t create a reusable delegation set in the console. AWS does not provide the same nameservers to 

new domains, but a reusable delegation set can be used with as many domains as you like. 

 

QUESTION 11

A company is deploying a non-web application on an Elastic Load Balancing. All targets are servers located on-
premises that can be accessed by using AWS Direct Connect. The company wants to ensure that the source IP
addresses of clients connecting to the application are passed all the way to the end server. 

How can this requirement be achieved? 

A. Use a Network Load Balancer to automatically preserve the source IP address. 

B. Use a Network Load Balancer and enable the X-Forwarded-Forattribute. 

C. Use a Network Load Balancer and enable the ProxyProtocolattribute. 

D. Use an Application Load Balancer to automatically preserve the source IP address in the XForwarded-Forheader. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A company uses multiple AWS accounts within AWS Organizations and has services deployed in a single AWS Region.
The instances in a private subnet occasionally download patches from the internet through a NAT gateway. The
company recently migrated from VPC peering to AWS Transit Gateway. The cumulative traffic through deployed NAT
gateways is less than 1 Gbps. The NAT gateway hourly charge contributes to most of the NAT gateway costs across all
inked accounts. 

What should the company do to reduce NAT gateway hourly costs? 

A. Deploy and use NAT gateways in the same Availability Zone as the heavy-traffic resources. 

B. Move to a centralized NAT gateway architecture with NAT gateways deployed in an egress VPC. Use VPC peering to
send traffic through the centralized NAT gateways. 

C. Use VPC endpoints to send traffic to AWS services in the same Region. 

D. Move to a centralized NAT gateway architecture with NAT gateways deployed in an egress VPC. Use AWS Transit
Gateway to send traffic through the centralized NAT gateways. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Your company has a high-availability hybrid solution that utilizes a two Direct Connect connections and a backup VPN
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connection. For some reason, traffic is preferring the VPN connection instead of the direct connection. You have
prepended a longer AS_PATH on the VPN connection, but AWS still prefers it over the Direct Connect connections. 

What might you be able to do to fix this issue? 

A. Advertise a less specific prefix on the VPN. 

B. Remove the prepended AS_PATH. 

C. Reconfigure the VPN as a static VPN instead of dynamic. 

D. Increase the MED on the VPN. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

The only reason a VPN would be preferred over Direct Connect is if it has a more specific prefix. This was 

not discussed in the question but is assumed since it is the only criteria in the path selection process that 

supersedes Direct Connect. 

 

QUESTION 14

A legacy, on-premises web application cannot be load balanced effectively. There are both planned and unplanned
events that cause usage spikes to millions of concurrent users. The existing infrastructure cannot handle the usage
spikes. The CIO has mandated that the application be moved to the cloud to avoid further disruptions, with the
additional requirement that source IP addresses be unaltered to support network traffic-monitoring needs. Which of the
following designs will meet these requirements? 

A. Use an Auto Scaling group of Amazon EC2 instances behind a Classic Load Balancer. 

B. Use an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances in a target group behind an Application Load Balancer. 

C. Use an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances in a target group behind a Classic Load Balancer. 

D. Use an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances in a target group behind a Network Load Balancer. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

A company provisions an AWS Direct Connect connection to permit access to Amazon EC2 resources in several
Amazon VPCs and to data stored in private Amazon S3 buckets. The Network Engineer needs to configure the
company\\'s on-premises router for this Direct Connect connection. 

Which of the following actions will require the LEAST amount of configuration overhead on the customer router? 

A. Configure private virtual interfaces for the VPC resources and for Amazon S3. 
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B. Configure private virtual interfaces for the VPC resources and a public virtual interface for Amazon S3. 

C. Configure a private virtual interface to a Direct Connect gateway for the VPC resources and for Amazon S3. 

D. Configure a private virtual interface to a Direct Connect gateway for the VPC resources and a public virtual interface
for Amazon S3. 

Correct Answer: A 
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